Stage-dependent evaluation of microsatellite instability in gastric carcinoma with familial clustering.
Familial clustering of gastric cancer is probably caused by multifactorial processes, both environmental and genetic. In this report, the incidence of microsatellite instability (MSI) in 31 cases of gastric cancer in Japanese (33 lesions) with familial clustering (two or more gastric cancers within second-degree relatives) was compared to MSI in Japanese cases without a family of any cancer in age ( +/- 10 years)-, stage-, and histological subtype-matched case-control study. Although the difference noted was not significant, we noted a strong trend for MSI at any of up to seven loci of CA repeats to occur more frequently in the patients with a family history of gastric than in the control patients in early cancer (intramucosal and submucosal), whereas the prevalence of MSI was similar in both groups in more advanced cases, in which the tumor invaded beyond the proper muscle layer of the gastric wall. Because the contribution of a family history of gastric cancer to MSI apparently differs in early and advanced gastric cancer, interpretation of MSI in familial gastric cancer cases published previously require reevaluation in terms of stage and proper controls. An acquisition of CA repeat alterations in the early stage rather than in the late stage of gastric carcinogenesis may have in common etiological factors, at least in some cases, with the familial clustering of gastric cancer.